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 The International Relations Committee of Jaipuria Noida organized its Fifth Model United
Nations (MUN) Conference on the 17th and 18th of December 2022. And this time, it was in
physical mode. Model United Nations is a befitting platform to simulate, enhance and reciprocate
cooperation diplomacy and refine the skill sets of young delegates to take on global challenges.
Envisioning the legacy of the Model United Nations Conference and the high spirit, the
International Relations Committee of Jaipuria Institute of Management successfully organized
the 5th edition of the MUN Conference wherein there were 5 committees namely UNSC- United
Nations Security Council, UNHRC- United Nations Human Rights Council, UNDP United Nations
Development Program, Indo-China bilateral meet and International Press.
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS-5TH EDITION



 

Inaugural Ceremony: 17th December 2022

The chief guest for this event was Ambassador Ms Manju Seth who comes with an experience of over 8 years in
the Ministry of External Affairs and has also served in the Indian foreign services prior to this. She had a career in
diplomacy and has served in embassies in Hong Kong, Dhaka, Bangkok, and Paris. 
Carrying the Jaipurian tradition, Dr Poonam Sharma, Dean of International Relations felicitated the Chief Guest
with a green certificate and a token of gratitude.
Then the video message by the guest of honour, Dr Leila Salatpur Goodrazi an Associate Economic Affairs Officer
at the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and Pacific, South and South-West Asia Office (ESCAP-SSWA),
New Delhi, was played, addressing the audience & participants with her best of wishes.
As a UN officer, Dr Leila has worked on topics such as climate change issues, disaster risk reduction, and regional
collaboration through the SANS network.
And lastly, it was Dr Poonam Sharma, Dean IRC who addressed the audience by proposing the vote of thanks.
Following the inaugural session, delegates were introduced to the simulation cum committees involved in the
Model United Nation, which included:
1. India-China Bilateral Meet
2. United Nations Development Program(UNDP)
3. United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC)
4. United Nations Securities Council (UNSC)
5. International Press
Indo-China Bilateral meet: This session was led by Ms Lovisha Jindal, President of the committee. The topic of
discussion was the future of bilateral trade and economic trade in South Asia.
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UNDP: this session was led by Mr Ishpreet Singh, the president of this committee on Renewable and sustainable
forms of energy resources. Each delegate was beautifully told about the steps they will take to control plastic
pollution and how they will take sustainable steps. 
UNHRC: this session was led by Ms Garima Rajpal president of this committee Change and Displacement. The main
topic of discussion was how to help the Maldivians as their nation will be submerged in the sea. Due to climate
change the sea level is continuously rising and they will need immediate help.
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UNSC: This session was led by Mr Rahul Menon president of this committee. Their topic of discussion was
Current threats to International Maritime Peace and Security with special emphasis on the South China Sea.
The delegates were discussing a ship that supposedly had people who had China’s original weapons with them.
This discussion also went to the point where China was accused of taking over the Spratly islands.
Each of the committees concluded their respective discussions with a follow-up live press conference in which
all the points discussed in their sessions were summarized and final queries were addressed by the respective
Chairpersons of different committees under MUN.

Valedictory Ceremony: 18th December 2022
Acknowledging the successful completion of the 5th MUN, chief guest Ambassador Mr K.P. Nayar, addressed
the audience with his words of wisdom, followed by an award ceremony.



Awards in the category of - Best Delegate, High Commendation & Special Mention were given to the winners in each
committee as mentioned below:
1. India-China Bilateral Meet - Mr Sachin - Kirori Mal College won Best Delegate representing the Indian Minister of
Defence
2. United Nation Development Program (UNDP) Best Delegate: Ms Prakshi from St. Marks School - Delhi representing
Germany
3. United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) - Mr Anshuman Garg from Amity Noida won a High Commendation
representing New Zealand
4. United Nations Securities Council (UNSC) UNSC - Mr Taaran from St. Lawrence School - Noida won Best Delegate for
representing Japan
5. International Press - Ms Rhea from St. Marks School won the Best Delegate Award
 Prof Abhijeet Nair presented a vote of thanks to the chief guest, all the participants, and coordinators who worked day -
night to deliver a successful MUN conference. Mr Kartikey- President – IRC, addressed the audience asking them to
learn more about MUN and thanked all the delegates and chief guests & entire IRC team members.
At last Ms Rakhi Dixit presented a vote of thanks to the organizing team with a promise to meet again on the next edition
of Jaipuria – MUN 2023 and showcased the efforts IRC team behind the curtain through a closing video. Everyone was
requested to join for a hi-tea in the mid-lawn.
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A first progress review of the FPM scholars' batch 2020 was held on December 21, 2022, at the
Noida campus. The panel, which included experts, Dr Sushma, from the Lucknow campus and Dr.
Pankaj from the Jaipur campus, reviewed scholars' work and provided constructive feedback on
their research. Scholars shared their work on a wide range of topics, such as Industry 4.0, the
circular economy, virtual learning apps, spillover effects in the financial markets, green financing,
and more. Experts talked about how important research methods are and asked scholars to learn
more about them. Also, the panels talked about the most recent research on the topics and
suggested that scholars pay more attention to new research gaps. Scholars asked about publication
opportunities in their areas and how to achieve them. Overall, the presentations were insightful and
well presented by the scholars.

 

 THE FIRST PROGRESS REVIEW OF FPM BATCH 2020.



                                                                        Shark Tank 2.0
'E-Week': the flagship event in the calendar for the Centre for Entrepreneurship and Incubation (CEI)
at Jaipuria Institute of Management Noida, successfully conducted on 9th and 10th December 2022.

The inaugural session, which was graced by the Chief Guest Mr Arabinda Mitra and Ms Kajal
Chanana was followed by the 'Expert Talk on Innovation in entrepreneurship. Mr Arush Bartaria- an
expert in his field has taken the interactive session with the young Entrepreneurs. 
The most exciting event of the day was ‘Shark Tank 2.0’ where young entrepreneurs made business
presentations to a panel of investors or sharks, who decide whether to invest in their company.2 2
A total of 12 entrepreneurs presented their businesses in front of two sharks Mr Prashant Sharma
and  Mr Satendra K Jain and asked for their investment in return for a percentage of share in the
respective business. The winners were selected on the basis of the ratio of valuation they received
and received from the sharks.
The winner of Shark Tank 2.0 was Mr Vansh Jain, First Runner up was Ms Ananya Naithani and the
2nd runner-up position was secured by Mr Abhishek Shukla and Mr Rajat Srivastava. 
Amazon vouchers of Rs. 4000, Rs. 2000 and Rs. 1000 were handed over to the winners respectively at
the closing ceremony of the E-week.
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E-WEEK EVENTS 

https://www.jaipuria.ac.in/campuses/jaipuria-noida/center-of-excellence/
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Build your own dreams, or someone else will hire you to build theirs. The E-Cell of Jaipuria Institute
of Management, Noida organized the Entrepreneurship workshop during the E-Week. The CEO of
this event was Mr Akash Goel. The Chief Guest of this event was Mr Naveen Joshi who himself is a
great entrepreneur. The event was all about developing an entrepreneurship skill attitude and
behaviour development. He is the founder of AllAuthor.com and M4maths. The key focus was that
students should focus on one thing only at one time instead of doing many things. He also tried too
many things but always failed and never got demotivated. At last, he recommended some books to
read like ONE THINK and HOOKED.

 WORKSHOP REPORT
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Mr Arush Bartaria- an expert in his field has taken the interactive session with the young
Entrepreneurs. Mr Arush Bartaria is the founder of Tech Swarm. He began his startup journey as an
I.T. engineering undergraduate student at NSIT, DU in 2020 and works in the defence industry
building drones and AI systems for critical operations.
He has shared his experience of becoming a successful entrepreneur and his expert view with
budding Entrepreneurs. He spoke about planning the initial idea and making the strategies for
marketing to make the start-up successful. He also stressed the importance of product
differentiation to make the startup something special from others and emphasized always having a
plan B. 
The session was attended by 32 budding entrepreneurs, Joint coordinators, and the Vice President
of the CEI committee.

EXPERT TALK (Arush Barataria with buddying entrepreneurs)
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'There were 3 events scheduled for day 2, the most exciting event was ‘Treasure Hunt’ where 11 teams
with 4 members each participated and went on a Hunt for Treasures following the Clues hidden in the
various places across the campus. 

The winner of Treasure Hunt’ was team Chill 2.0., the Runner up was team Treasurers and the 2nd
runner-up position was secured by team Gold Diggers. 
Amazon vouchers of Rs. 3000, Rs. 2000, and Rs. 1000 were handed over to the winners respectively at
the closing ceremony of the E-week.

TREASURE HUNT
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Dr Renuka Mahajan
MRC Chairperson

Shazia Siddiqui
Vice President

Anushka Keshari
SPOC - Content

Adeeba
SPOC - Newsletter

Ayush Agarwal
SPOC - Social Media

This weekly newsletter is an initiative by MRC Noida to present all the events during the preceding week. We welcome your thoughts and suggestions.

Manika Jain
SPOC - Content

Krishanu Deka
SPOC - Photography

Arjita Srivastava
SPOC - Graphics

 PITCH YOUR PRODUCT

'The most interesting and final event of E-week was 'PITCH YOUR PRODUCT', where 10 participants
were judged based on a few criteria including Justification, Communication, Spontaneous &
Creativity. Prof Amarnath Tripathi, Prof Prathamesh Kittur, and Prof Kumar Ashish served as
judges. This event was focused on participants guessing the product and pitching it to the judges,
which was hidden from the Participant but not from the judges and audience.
Suvigya Agarwal was the winner of 'PITCH YOUR PRODUCT,' Rohit Giri was the first runner-up, and
Vivek Jain was the second runner-up.
Prize Money of Rs. 3000, Rs. 2000, and Rs. 1000 were handed over to the winners respectively at the
closing ceremony of the E-week.

The E-Week at Jaipuria was packed with Action and Fun, with a plethora of events to challenge the
entrepreneurial instincts that nest within students.


